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I was impressed by BC Hydro’s tips on saving energy in response to sudden climate changes and the 

company’s contribution to our province’s community. Building on my previous work experience of 

implementing the ERP system at Ipsos Korea, I would be excited to join BC Hydro to contribute to your team 

and further develop my skills by learning from your experts.  

 

Evidence of my firm understanding of accounting and financial principles can be seen from my accomplishments as a 
Summer Research Associate with CIBC World Markets Inc. During this past summer, I built and updated models based on 
company financials. I also demonstrated my problem-solving skills and attention to detail by assisting analysts in solving 
issues that arose throughout the coverage initiation process. Furthermore, I have experience using Bloomberg and 
Capital IQ software packages as well as being thoroughly proficiency in Excel. 

We met earlier this season when our UBC MBA Hockey Team came to Rogers Arena to watch a game in the box seats. We 
spoke that evening and you mentioned you would be open to talking with me about my interest in Sports Marketing. I have 
been researching my options in the Sports Marketing/Management industry and am interested in getting to know the 
business and your role a little more intimately. I wanted to take a moment to introduce myself and provide you with a little 
background.

How fast can you change four tires? One hour? Ten minutes? A few years ago I witnessed a Formula One team do it 
in 2.7 seconds. They said a perfect run would be just one second. In everything that I do I strive to reach that one 
second – that perfect test score, that perfect presentation, that perfect career. After speaking with James LaFarge, a 
recent hire, Wilson Chai, and other industry professionals, I know that my personality and passion lies in sales and 
trading. Through my unique athletic background and passion, I will provide competitiveness and drive that will set a 
benchmark for future interns. I cannot wait to sit on a trading floor, execute trades, and engage in research while 
receiving mentorship from the most world-renowned investment bank. A career with Goldman Sachs is my one 
second and this is how I will help Goldman reach its own one second ideal. 



 

 

 

As an Airfreight Export Agent at KN Ltd., I helped clients export perishable goods quickly and 
efficiently. One simple mistake could result in a transportation delay, which could destroy the entire 
cargo. Under such demanding circumstances I strived to achieve excellence by navigating the 
company’s complex software for documentation processes while abiding by standard operation 
procedures. I organized my documents and prioritized multiple tasks to complete the job while 
double-checking my work to ensure accuracy. Most importantly, I worked as a team player, asking 
relevant questions and voluntarily offering help when needed resulting in shortened timelines, 
customer satisfaction and stellar feedback from my supervisor. The exposure to the transportation 
of goods and my strong work ethic have prepared me to add value to KN. 

 
  



 

To bolster my analytical skills, this past term I took a Quantitative Decision-making course. 
The course involved building complex Excel models, analyzing sensitivity reports, and finding 
the optimal solution to problems. In building these models, I was determined to focus on 
the details to ensure the success of my model. By thinking critically, I gained a strong 
understanding of the core concepts and excelled on the assignments and exams. To further 
develop my MS Excel skills, I am currently taking an online course that covers data analysis 
including pivot tables and mathematical functions. With these new skills in hand, I look 
forward to contributing to the success of London Drug’s process management. 

 

Just as I have experienced industrialization’s key role in catalyzing growth, I have also 
experienced the crucial role of innovation. During my internship with MzN International this 
past summer, I consistently took it upon myself to not only offer innovative ideas for 
improvement, but to actively pursue them. Through my own initiative, I undertook a complete 
redesign of both the organization’s website as well as its transparency scheme. These are 
two projects that have since transitioned from ideas into points of action currently being 
carried out by the organization, and have been commended by clients as having further 
differentiated MzN and strengthened its overall brand image. 

My involvement as two-time captain for the UBC Rec flag football team has developed my ability to perform well in a 

team, while also competing to establish myself as a self-starter and individual contributor. Similarly, I further improved 

my collaborative skills with corporate team members at Scotiabank Global Banking and Markets when working there as 

an intern this past summer. This experience gave me the opportunity to translate the skills I learned on the football field, 

such as concise communication and collaborative efforts, into the business world. I now have a better understanding of 

how an effective corporate team must function and the importance of asking others for guidance. These two specific 

experiences have provided me with the team skills necessary to further enhance my professionalism and quickly adapt as I 

look to begin my professional career with PwC’s large and diverse Calgary team. 

My enthusiasm towards sports is paired well with my experience in general management, event 
planning, communications, and marketing. I have a proven track record in sales, honed in 
commodity trading and waste management services. As General Manager, I restructured the 
customer services team, recruited a new sales staff and drastically cut costs and inefficiencies. In 
addition to operations management my other responsibilities included financial management, 
business development and marketing. While handling external relations I represented the company 
at the Vancouver Board of Trade, the Strathcona Business Association and the Canadian Association 
of Recycling Industries.  

For the last three years, I worked as a pricing and market analyst for two diverse financial departments in the utilities 
sector in Alberta. These positions allowed me to build on my understanding of risk and volatility with respect to 
revenues, as well as many other topics such as modelling and forecasting. I was also responsible for analysing oil and gas 
projects in Alberta based on macro-economic conditions, as these would significantly affect the quality of my forecasts. I 
worked closely with others, as the team leader and designer on developing econometric forecasting and reporting 
software, thoroughly communicating and discussing my ideas with management. My dedication allowed me to meet 
deadlines and exceed project expectations. During this time, I also coordinated and organized charity events and guest 
speakers for ABC’s “Employees Participating in Communities” campaign. 
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My experience in inventory management and strong grasp of data-driven decision-making 
has prepared me for MEC’s fast-paced, innovative, and consumer-oriented environment. I 
am confident that my skills will help accomplish your goal of achieving lean operations. I 
look forward to an opportunity to discuss my qualifications at your earliest convenience. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

 

My experience being mindful of audience response, and having a keen interest in HootSuite’s 
content-driven marketing strategy would assist me in creating content to grow your audience. I am 
hopeful that my creative and people-oriented personality would be a great fit for your team, and I 
would greatly appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to further discuss this role. Thank you for 
your time and consideration.  

 

While I understand that my academic record may not be as competitive as other applicants, I 
firmly believe that the time I dedicated to being a Residence Advisor and student club 
executive over the past two years has developed my skills as a leader beyond that of my 
peers. As a firm that defines inspiring and leading others as a core value, I sincerely hope 
you will view my unique experience and skillset as a valuable asset, particularly my ability to 
be an integral part of a team, to manage time effectively, and to develop meaningful 
relationships. Thank you for your time and consideration of me as a prospective summer 
intern at Teck Resources. I look forward to further discussing my qualifications in an 
interview at your earliest convenience. 
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